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R A C S IR K E W IM S D E M A N D S
by Paul L. Mitchell
At audnigfct an Sunday. April
9th, the student workers o f the
Lout* Armstrong Theatre w est
on strike. This unprecedented
act
followed a year o f
fruHiauwi for the students, who
are all theatre majors, and who
had come, in the words o f one
o f the writing workers, “to the
end o f the r o il " The strike did
not happen without warning. A
few days prior to the walkout
the ad aiastrati
with a list of
a warning that if the
were ncC met by
o f the 9th o f April, the
wgm. The list
fay oner 25
i the work at the
to

NEW DEAN for WJC

the

not go through
the strike. The Undents.
in a different

back to the opening o f the Fine
Arts Center hat fall when it soon
became
apparent
to
ad
concerned in the building that
scheduling and management of
the auditorium would pose
monumental problems,
held in the auditorium
disrupting the stage, lighting and
audio work during the day and
csu sag the students to work
long hours at night in order to
for not only theatre
■t shows but
taring

the stamina and the
o f the workers. Eighty
for little or no pay
not ncommon. During the
Heritage Week** for
the workers were
to hefrt each show, ran
the audio equipment and set up
the stage, oidjr two or three out
o f the tea people working were
far their work. The theatre ansa

the Louis Armstrong Theatre.
2. The adoption of a
scheduling policy for the Louis
Armstrong Theatre.
3. The adoption of
4.
The
creation
of
a
depreciation ««d maintenance
budget for the Louis Armstrong
Theatre. “The hiring o f a full
n m r s u i t m c u iw i,

a«u

s^u*m>

Hochkins, one of the students.
the burden. And the
policy w fl
enable us to plan our work
better.” The new purchasing
policies and depreciation budget
will enable the technical crews
to operate a more efficient shop.
The students were dated with
They
had
a long and hard
fou gh t
b attle.
The
Administration's
aquiesmnee
therefore took them completely
by smpriae- They had the
of

fay Ed Hoogtcrp
i't felt
to
m.
, ” JT» newly

n aa

“extremely arcane academic
cuvnanmeets." She told the
Lmmtkarm that many o f her

occurances, but srid “So far it
has been excellent.'’
Ur.
^

difficulty 39 relating this type o f
to the careers they
entered. One o f her
top priorities, she says. w fl be
th e
develop m en t
of
“
to
their reecwsuu to the
uou-ecadcraac world. The
task, h e says, is to

* Umuersity o f Maryland
trxxntd he
^ 5B ^

Dr.

Tansley. aa
o f the w ane
_
is the first Irmalf to
to a top lend

•** University o f Vashmgti
and her fk D . horn ~ ----- “ “
■?.m
■
Te
Ms. Tinsley w fl arrive at
VaBey m eariy July to
take over her defies as Dean.
Ken Vaaderhnsh, who I
acting Dean o f WJC
to has
1471-72
GVSC
Vice President for Student

AQUINAS TO HOLD
PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST

people in the Fine A lts Budding
and the hasrmrnt o f Zumberge
share
that

JO IN THE
A M ER IC A N
REVOLUTION
Dear Editor:
When is the last time you
went for a walk in New York
City's Central Park? For those of
us who need an excuse to take
off from school for a day, the
opportunity has arisen. Middle
westerners, as well as people
from all over the continental
United States, will be migrating
to New York City or Loc
Angeles this Saturday for
demonstrations
against
the
American Military Industrial
complex.
Why leave the security of
mom's apple pie and the wide
open spaces of Grand Valley's
sterile campus? Why? Because
going for a Saturday afternoon
walk with tens of thousands of
feUow Americans is a gas,
especially when you
have
something in common with the
individuals trucking along side of
yon (a graduate student from
Columbia, a Teamster local from
Wells, North Carolina, a 73 year
young couple from Athens,
Ohio, etc
The last American multitude
o f expressing dissatisfaction with
the existing regime was one year
ago this Saturday in Washington,
D.C. Those o f us who had the
to get on one o f those
win never
variety o f life styles, repetitive
r U . —a t—. n .

just to see if I could still get in.
The Prof, says sure, he isn’t
turning anybody down, so I
figure I’m in, so now I can get
rid of the shit class, right? It
doesn't meet for the first time
until the 2nd week of classes, so
I wait, go to it and have the prof
sign for my drop
Now, this is only the first full
week of classes and I take the
drop-add slip in signed by both
profs and the lady says “ I’m so
sorry you'll have to go speak to
the Dean's assistant. I'm afraid
the “ grace" period for drop-adds
ended Monday.
“Great lady, the class I
dropped didn't meet until
M onday night you «*Hy. . .

“ Please sir! Perhaps if you
speak to Assistant Dean Harper
he can help you (but I doubt
it)”
Okay, so I go to see the
Dean's Assistant, 1 explained to
him that ! hadn't mimed one of
the classes of the course I
wanted to take, the professor
said he had plenty of room even
though it was closed when I
registered. And all the tir*e the
guy’s shaking his head.
“Sorry, kid, I already turned
the names into the computer
and I won’t change it.’*
Frankly, I should have
expected it. From the first day I
got here, I’ve gotten shit like
that.

Some of these people, not all,
but some should realize that
“ Daddies" don’t foot the bill for
their kid’s college expenses too
much any more like they did
when they were young. Wc pay
these people, they should be
responsible to us and if they’re
not, k i them gei uui and work
for a living.
Mark Daly

to be phywcaBy and
“together” with IOOjOOO people
in the year 1972, all s
h a fasti*
*°

sen (aad<* S J r ip a t n i
»), the future o f Uade
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ILLEGAL
Dear Editor:
re: Telephone Company Parking.
Ah, the sting of the printed
word! Sony, P.J., I must plead
not guilty as charged. The
parking space you referred to is
not
one
of
the
three
handicapped spaces in the
L.M.H. lot. A closer look reveals
it as a half-space on the end of a
row which is to be used by
motorcycles only.
I guess I have to conclude
that parking there may be illegal.

think they’re working for, a
Artyn Smits
bunch o f grade-achootars?
I went to the housing office
three times to speak to Dave
Lorenz before I got lucky and he
i*t out on an unforseen
mi pm i
appointment all three times
Soy, S get w passed ou
they walk around with a cup o f
coffee intheir hands talking and
smiling and laughing with their
secretaries and friends while
you’ve sitting there waiting for
thein to come out of their
What does it mean to be a
important meeting.
liberated
man? What does it
From what I've witneared so
mesa
to
be
s liberated woman?
far, the Administration o f im
in
order
to
dear away some
college has about as much sense
and
gain
new
o f responsibility to the students myths
as a factory worker has far the understanding, a group of
car he helps assemble Kr
doesn’t give a damn so long as be purpose of consckNisaem raising,
gets by and doesn’t lose his job have opened up their group to
Tonight at 7:30 in
and neither do they.
House 1st floor
I wish they were all back in
lounge, the group wiD
school (or more hkety try it for
to air views on role
the first tim e) so they could see
what it’s like trying to get help steroetypiag and what living
from some coffee gushing Mob outside o f that system means.
who has nothing better to do an AH who ate interested in lefatiM
are
day than flirt with secretaries
to
If
and butter up to Us
with the terrific job he’s
195-6746
to help
kids to g ria n
hen maybe theyH

M ORE O N

STUDENT
CRITICIZES
ARCHAIC
M ALES WITH

d ir t y m in d s

Bag I g» to fee dmm I
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nights back the subject turned to
women. The two seemed very
boastful about their victories in
the bed and showed no
hesitancy in expressing their
devotion
to
their
sexual
promiscuity. 1 use the word
“ promiscuity*’ to emphasize that
they do not limit themselves to
one woman. When I suggested

LIBERATION

ted, white, and blue
Vietnam veterans with plastic
metal M-16 riflre. co= “ ?i=kc
faggots, and the mast active
faction o f women’s hb.
To experience such an
of psOpss is sos
and
a
thing
attack
on the
personality, but also
as a reeaforcement for a

organizations supposedly formed
to bring about fairness between
the sexes. Anyway, it’s my basic
justness which brings me to
writing this, and not the
prospect of furthering any
campus organizations.
When rapping with a couple

men
they
have
sexual
in te rc o u rse
with
their
immediate concern wasn’t for
the truth or falsity of my
statement (which was probably
false) but for what a woman
would be admitting if she spoke
of her experiences. They implied
that a woman doesn’t speak of
such tilings because it would
show that she is no good, a loose
woman.
I was immediately struck
with the double standard they
are living by. According to their
morality it is proof o f a marts
efficacy to ball upon whim, but
a woman is a slut if she fulfills
her sexual desires with someone
she hasn’t previously dated and
in.
If pre-marital sex is wrong or
right, if one night stands are
moral or immoral is not the
question here. It makes no
difference what type o f morality
a male chooses to apply to
women, the point is that if he
dcesu’i apply that morality to
himself also he is being srosrty
inconsistent. If a male thinks it
is morally justifiable to ball with
whoever he wants he cannot deny
s=y worses this m s s peregstire.
if he thinks down on women for
enjoying sex with people they
find attractive but do not
necessarily plan on remaining
with, he should look down on
himself for the seme behavior
pattern. I would be dreadfully
o f my f
friend experience only with
few past “true loves” while
having made love with only
“casual acquaintances” myself.
For a male (or female, for
that matter!) in our culture to
aquire this attitude is not
surprising nor itself anything to
be ashamed of, bet to continue
to hold this attitude after the
recent “sexual eahghtcamcnt”
is appalling. Certainly no
, whether ha
in sexual pnritsnism or
total
Mark

A PRACTICAL

LOOK

at

KEN MORGAN
Dear Editor:
Several items regarding the
dismissing of Ken Morgan as
professor of psychology disturb
me, and I wish to share them.
One is the apparent emphasis
placed upon his not receiving a
Ph.D. as a prerequisite for
tenure. Obviously Ken will
receive a Ph.D. Why then the
great need to have it NOW! If
that is a measuring rod of
raccess, then every member of
the central GVSC administration
save one needs to be dismissed.
And we need to ask the “ poet in
residence” of TIC to go back to
school for three years to learn
how to be a poet. Fortunately
these actions do not need to be
taken. Why, then, the great fuss
in Mr. Morgan’s case?
As for Ken being a “divisive
force”
in
the psychology
department, since when is a
different teaching style a divisive
force? We pride ourselves in the
academic environs on being
tolerant. o f others, and m are
committed to the dialogical
all major decisions regarding his
care were communicated to him
by mail. I have a hard time
understanding that impersonal
procedure in a matter o f such
great import is lug pCrBsatsosd.
How cost* ms s s s ’t deal witu
other “face to face” in
model regarding divergent views.
We learn from each others
differences. And yet when
someone is different, we want to
d ississts h is . This seesig
particularly uniwKwiMe when I
consider that Ken is s part o f the
teacher education process. How
important it is that prospective
teachers be exposed to a variety
o f “teacher models,’’ in order to
reflect a their own Cronin*
teacher style. With Ken gone,
they lose a valuable point o f
reflection.
I need to point out, too, that
one o f Ken’s classes continues to
meet 15 weeks after the official
class ended. Not evsryone meets
from that dsas, o f course, but
many of them do. I wonder how
many other profcaeon can boast
o f that record! Where in the
world is student response in this
nutter of faculty evaluation and
o f a profareor’s

PM< three

Being Black Is ...
by Jerry Wells
/ was asked a few days ago hy a reporter from one o f
the big city dailys, during an interview, " If the Africans
wore their hair in the Afro style, “ / smiled as l answered,
no, the Afro hair style is an invention o f the American
Black, to show his independence o f the white man's
standard o f beauty, to show that he is no longer ashamed
o f his "so called nappy or kinky hair, and to show his
identity with his African sisters and brothers. A nd further
to say to the worid, "Black is Beautiful “
In other words, the Black man and woman with their
Afros are doing their own thing, in their own way and fo r
i h i i r u W n re a so n s .

/ only hope that A f r o tressed youth as well as the long
hair youth realize that it is not the way the hair is worn,
that counts up front. It is what is under the hair, and
between the ears, that counts.
A hair style means nothing without some brains to go
with it.
Brain power rather than hair power rules the world. And
brain power is greatly enhanced by an education.
Il'/i
DI~~V
” vi vh cva

jiM u c n u ,

I----- --ui

fic r c

uru nu

I/-ft__n*--.*
r lin e / i J i a i c

ii ____

v i/ fic x c

have the greatest o f opportunities fo r an education. That is
the main reason we are here, not fust to help the college
get some federal funds by having Black students enrolled.
We do not want preferral treatment, but we do want a
Black studies course, taught by a qualified instructor, we
do not ask fo r a Dan Gilmore or a Lee Kaufman who have
a half dozen Ph.D’s poked under their belts, just someone
as qualified.
There seems to be a mistaken conception that a man
must be Black to teach Black studies
This is not necessarily so. To hell with a man s color, we
want a qualified man to teach Black studies. Just as there
t h e
t it l e
o f rA i s p e e c h
i e > l' w h y
are qualified men teaching other studies on this campus.
When a qualified man is found to teach Black studies,
WE NEED 5 6 * ePUCjRTlON in SCHOOLM
the college need have no fear o f the students not enrolling.
White and Black.
B ut we refuse to listen to-that some ole rhetoric that has Zimbabwe. w hich was o n c e thought to b e th e bibUoml
been fed to ms 'for 500 years, or to somebody’s street ophir, site o f King Solorm n ‘s mines.
Tell us o f that traitor, the great Mandigo warrior
comer opinions.
Samory
Toure who sold his Black brothers and sisters intc
Teach the Black m an’s history as it should be, from the
dawn o f man, there in East Africa where the teeth and bondage.
Tell us o f old Black Pharoah and his beautiful Black
bones o f the earliest humans were found belonging to an
African boy and girl who lived over 2 million years ago. Queens.
Tell us about Biack Ethopia, the oldest surviving
Tel! us o f the great civilization o f Africa. Tel! m about the
A course in Oceanography is
||/|
jLr.t .1 •# •*»
mmm S Li.
i #, r
i n i n c u \ j y j r \ is/
wealth o f the Kingdom o f Kush, o f the powerful states o f k in g d o m if! th e w w t u , ( i r i c i r i t / r v u u rvr
being offered summer term here
Mali, Songhai, Kanen and Benin that thrived long before books, that Ethopia will stretch forth her hand and call her at Grand Valley State College,
starting June 20. It is a five week
lost Black children home.
the Europeans came.
course
with undergraduate or
Tell us all o f these things, so that the glory o f our past
Tell us o f the old Ghana empire, o f Timbuktu, that
graduate credit.
great seat o f learning, o f the gold and ivory trade route o f and the dignity o f presence will lead the way to the power
Participants attend five hours
o f our futanJWe m ust not forget that we are the sons and of lecture and two seven-hour
Jdine and Kano there m West Africa.
laboratory periods each week.
Tell us o f Nok, Ife and Benin art that had no equal then daughters o f the m ost ancient societies on this planet.
Lectures
cover
the
basic
We
will
no
longer
need
to
ask
that
once
unanswered
and has none now.
physical,
chemical,
geological
Two centuries before the first Christmas. N ok artists o f question “who am I ,” but will know that we are the sons and biological concepts of
the Niger-Benue country crafted quartz jewelry, iron axes, and daughters o f great Kings and Queens, o f a noble race Oceanography. Laboratory work
that first people this planet earth; men and women o f involves aquatic field studies on
tin beads and finely molded terra cotta beads.
strength,
courage, bravery and stamina. They would have Lake Michigan aboard the
Tell us o f the great Black warriors, Hannibal, Shaka the
to be all this and more, to have survived the darkest times 50-foot steel-hulled research
Zulu chief the King o f Kongo and others.
vessel, ANGUS. Topics studied
o f history, o f man 5 inhumanity o f man.
include basic physical and
Tell us o f our ancestors, the great tribes o f Africa, those c h e m i c a l
p a ra m e te rs ,
that lived there along the Nile, since rime immortal, long sedimentation, distribution of
before Christ was bom. Tell us o f the mighty Masai, a plankton and benthic organism,
legend in their own time, known as the bravest man in the productivity, pollution and
related areas. The ANGUS is
worid, afraid neither o f man or beast.
fully equipped for such work
Tell us o f the A skisntis, Fanil, Fang, Efik, loo, nausu and carried Nanses water bottles,
and
Yoruba. And many, many others who were stolen deep-aea reversing thermometers,
The LAN TH O RN is the student newspaper o f Grand
meter,
Valley State College. The opinions expressed in the from the beauty, the riches and the glory o f that country salinity-conductivity
Ponar
dredge,
surface
known
as
Africa
and
sold
into
bondage.
me solely those o f the staff or o f signed
A nd after this w ell qualified Black studies instructor, photometer, bathythermograph,
tributors. AU correspondence or inquiry should be
Phtoper corn, bottom trawl and
has told us all o f this, then let him tell us that butt about other
gear normally used in
to LANTHORN, 1 7 LSH, G VSC.
up from slavery and how far we have come.
EDITOR: t a il Johnston
A good Black studies course w ill help the White student
from
Qua
ASSISTANT EDITOR: Butera Cuffinane
year’s
better understand the Black student.
laboratory
BUSINESS MANAGER: John Sm ithen
I t w ill help the Black student better understand himself.
Tuition
wffl
bn
■ PRODUCTION MANAGER: Brace Udewiki
A t one o f die question and answer period following a
I OFFICE STAFF: V.
--------lecture a t one o f A e m idw est’s larger universities, a White
student said to me ‘7 hare been i t school att o f my life,
V ARTIST: Rick
$ 76.00
and / have never hated att o f these things about the Black*
S200.00
l« O I1 s :K tt|
Out
o
f
State
race, if a ll o f this is true, why haven ’/ / read about it
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SELF ABUSE IN
ONE YEAR OLDS?

JESUS FOLLOWERS
COME 10 GVSC
By Kathle Stucky and Chuck Hershberger
Who Is Jesus? What are his teachings? Who are his
followers and what do they believe? We are followers o f
Jesus and hope to openly share the personal experiences
we have had with him Through this bi-weekly column we
will be presenting the varying aspects o f a personal
experience with a living Savior.
L e t '5 start with ”who is Jesus?”
Cornelius Tacitus is one o f the first non-Biblical
historians to speak o f Christianity as a force to be
reckoned with. He tells how Nero, In his attem pt to cover
up his involvement in the burning o f Rome,
"falsely charged with the guilt and punished with the
most exquisite tortures, the persons commonly
called Christians, who were hated for their
enormities. Christus, the founder o f that name, was
put to death by Pontius Pilate, procurator o f the
pernicious superstitutinn. repressed fo r a time broke
out again, not only through Judea, where the
m ischief originated, but through the city o f Rome
also. ” Annals X V .44
Incidents recorded in the Bible, show how his enemies
had to go on false evidence fo r a conviction. The ”high
priests and elders o f the people”arrested him at night and
tried him at a secret night meeting. (Matt, chapt. 26) It is
important to know that it was not customary (to say the
least!) fo r a council o f this kind to meet at night. They
considered him that much o f a threat. A fter a second trial
Pontius Pilate; his fudge, finding Jesus guiltless (Matt.
27:23) gave him up to the crowd, washing his hands to the
whole bloody affair. Even his betrayer lamented to the
paint o f suicide in his part in "the betraying o f innocent
blood.”(Matt. 27:34)
Am ong the rest o f the followers was the same
rfzcztS^iSiszn o f if** »pmoimtn0M o f Jm m , although their

response to him was drastically different from that o f
Judas, the betrayer. Simeon Peter, a close friend o f Jesus,
acknowledged him to be the Christ, the Son o f the living
God. (Matt. 16:16) John another disciple describes Jesus
this way in the opening o f his gospel “A nd the Word
became flesh and dw elt among us, and we beheld bis glory,
glory as o f the only begotten from the Father, fu ll o f grace
and truth. ” (Jr,. 1:14) It seems that these men (and others
including women) were overwhelmed by their person o f
Jesus. Somehow he caused these people to talk and live
with such convictiothat 11 o f the original 12 apostles were
killed fo r spreading the "good news.” What would drive
such seemingly ordinary people to the extreme o f death in
the name o f Jesus? Clearly it is in Jesus him self that we
must look to fin d the answer.
During his life. Chrisi taught iove, peace and how to
fin d true joy. These ideas in his teaching are very readily
accepted today. B ui who did Jesus ciaim to be? Matthew
records instances where Jesus claimed to be the son o f God
(M att. 27:43 A 16:15-17) and other biblical writers record
his claims to be the same. John stoics in his gospel that
Christ claimed to have existed before the world, be the
lamb o f God, bread o f life and Uving water.
I f we are going to accept Jesus as a great teacher and
prophet then we must necessarily consider all he says. This
Includes accepting what he claimed about himself. Just
saying he was a greet mors! teacher leaves him inconsistant
when he starts talking about himself and brands him as
either a lunatic or a liar. If he is to be considered honestly

QUESTION: If a one year old
boy has an erection, what is it all
about? Is there any proof that
sex drive exists in our tiny ones?
ANSWER: Whether you call it
sex drive or not depends on who
you talk to, but you can bet that
sexual organ responses exist in
infants! Erections in boy babies
and the vascular changes of
sexual excitement in girl babies
occur in earliest infancy. These
responses happen spontaneously
as well as following tactile
stimulation (touch). As soon as
infants can figure out where to
put their hands, they stimulate
themselves and have been
observed to have what seems like
orgasms. They do not attem pt to
have intercourse with their peers
and no pregnancies have been
reported.
This last point leads some
students of human behavior to
question whether one can
legitimately refer to the infant’s
sexual activity as evidence of sex
drive or whether it might be
more proper to refer to it as
pleasure
seeking
behavior
involving sexual organs. Sexual
drive is usually discussed as a
biologic force which leads to
reproduction and is readily
observed in lower animals. Man’s
sexual behavior is considerably
more complicated.
S e e k in g
p le a s u ra b le
wHwatyms from jap t’L b o d i; Jm
normal and essentuu part of the
developmental process and is
seen in infants in all cultures. In
some cultures, stimulation of the
genitals is encouraged by adults
cs a means of pacifying the
infant. In our culture, we often
tend to deny signs o f aexu*!
pleasure in little boys and girls.
When they reach early childhood
and the intent of their self
stimulation is unmistakeable,
nany people shift their tactics
and try to make the Irid feel as
mcomfortable as they feel.

QUb s h ON: ! am writing to
find out the effect of alcohol on
falling asleep, if any. I enjoy
drinking shery or brandy late at
night while reading. I have
noticed that I frequently have
difficulty falling asleep after I
osrs hid wiae or brandy cioee to
bedtime. Is it opsaibie for
alcohol to induce insomnia? By
the way, do you hive any
recogaendathms for insomnia
other than a warm bath? ! have
no tub

one must ask the question "What kind o f man is this—diet
Used his life, did these things and spoken these words?”
We as Christians today hose realized the depravity o f
man (oh come on. fust look around) and have decided that
we mead something or someone beyond ourselves. We hase
personally found, as did his first followers, Jesus to be the
Savior and the Using God. Bow cm we say this? From the
evidence o f Ms resurrection and our personal experiences
o f Ms working m our Uses. On this end his teachings we

difficult to sleep at night.
Insomnia occurs normally and is
usually self limited and not
serious. In severe cases, a
physician should be consulted.
QUESTION: I would like to
know the incubation period for
in fe c tio u s
m ononucleosis
(number od days).
ANSWER: So would I. No one
has
been
successful
in
experim entally
transmitting
infectious mononucleosis from
one person to another. In spite
of all the stories you hear about
how one gets this viral illness, no
one knows for sure. Therefore,
without the exact mode of
transmission being known, the
incubation period cannot be
calculated.

RumorMcngering
and Scandals
by Paul Johnston
l see that the Alpha Sigma Theta fraternity, once the
bastion o f male chauvenism, is now allowing girls to
participate in their activities through its ”Little Sisters”
program. Another triumph fo r women's liberation . .. /
can't help but wonder i f the appointm ent o f Adrian
Tinsley as Dean o f WJC is not a similar triumph for
wom en’s liberation. I can only hope that i t ’s not. WJC
needs a good dean, no t a token.
I had a conversation with Mr. Gardner o f Campus View
JkpSt JaH weak. Ha
that mW w w f vepeguawlMg the
tenants against crime tire being studied, but that ifs hoi as
simple a problem as I made it out to be in m y last column.
He added that 1 was also a bit hasty. When he finally
solved the problem, he hopes the solution will be
permanent.
It has been decided that the Fine A rts Center will be
named after Alexander Caulder, assuming his consent,
apparently because o f his sculpture in Grand Rapids, his
contributions to the college, and his stature as an artist.
Even so, would this have been the choice o f the students?
Should it have been the choice o f the students? . ..
Speaking o f students and names, what ever happened to
the big hullabaloo and vote last year to change our name
from the Lakers to something else? The vote was taken,
another name was victorious, and that was that.
Voter registration, the Michigan primaries, the “student
vote, ” all o f these bring to m ind our own student
government elections this spring, where students get a
chance to show their true interest in self-government. I
wonder If this year’s voter turnout will be able to match
last year’s amazing turnout by almost 20% o f the student
body?
I wonder how many people In the public a t large realize
that the bookstore o f this college, a tax supported
institution, sells a candy bar named Cherry Humps? And
to think the H enhey kisses used to be considered
risque. . . And who decides on what Is included in the
bookstore's lim ited selection o f magazines. Try end find
depending on your testes, the New Republic, or the
National Review or the Em jreen Review or the Realist

The kM annual inspection o f the elevators bi the library,
which is required by law, was only two yean ago,
according to the notices posted bi them.
I've been hearing lately about an attem pt by Dr. Woody
and Dave Reigester to use office space on campus for theb
Private,' profit-making, counseling service in Grand Rapids,
the Behavior Modification Institute, o f which Dr. Woody,
his wife, and Mr. Reigester are the chief operators. This
vosdd be abou t the same as me uMag the space given to
•he Lontban to publish my
Bom i o f Control approved a tuition Increase o f
53.00 per term next vam Ron Van
id

o f Jesus. Don't take our word for U.
to offer you in the way o f a
1fidfiUad Uft. Check inha. You've got nothing to lose,

could sleep late inthe morning)
for some unknown resson I wss
never ableto get the research
money to pursue this crucial
problem.
A
cool
shower
before
bedtime might even be more
effective than a warm bath as a
means of inducing sleep. Aside
from
av o id in g
caffeine
containing beverages, stay clear
of vigorous exercise right before
retiring, although exercise during
the day te n d s to make it easier
to sleep at night. One of the
most helpful things in trying to
get to sleep is sit down and relax
for a half an hour before getting
into bed. Even if suffering from
had inter? ris, one should avoid
taking naps during the day as
napping only makes it more

am the

that H would not affect the
other schools im the sti

tuition

CAS: Getting
Things Straign
Memo: To Non-Tenured CAS faculty members
From: Professor Ken Morgan
If you want to secure your tenure in the College of Arts
and Sciences here are some guidelines which may assist
you:
(1 ) Don*! receive superior student ratings on your faculty
evaluation forms.
(2) Don’t receive the second highest ranking in your
department for salary raises during your first year of
employment at GV3C.
(3) Don’t believe it when the Dean of the college tells you
he has no objections to your teaching style.
(4) “Get on the right committees and say the right things
to the right people.’’ “ Learn how to get on your knees and
pucker up.’’ (Comments heard at department meeting)
(5) Don’t be a humanistically oriented professor
practicing humanistic educational principles in a
predominantly behavioristic department. This will only be
possible when, and if, academic freedom becomes a reality.
(6) Don’t motivate your sti•dvTits to do superior work.
You will only have to give them superior grades and this is by Frank Boden miller
intolerable to many of your colleagues.
New food prices have been
(7) Don’t be too innovative. GVSC has colleges for announced
by
the
ARA.
innovators called TJC and WJC.
According to Ted Moore,
(8) Don’t believe it when an administrator tells you he assistant manager of the food
will not go against the desires of your department and then service, there will be a five ccr.t
charge for using the mayonnaise
refuses their recommendation to extend your contract.
(9) Don’t believe it when your department sends to the provided by the ARA if one
brings
his
own
lunch.
Promotions and Tenure Committee, the Dean of CAS, and Furthermore, there will also be a
the Preisdent, the following written statement: “The charge of two cents for the
department furthermore feels that the issues are larger water provided by ARA unless a
than just the matter o f --------------------- (insert your
purchase is made.
The history of these charges
name) reappointment. He challenges to confront and
resolve issues that touch upon the very core of our raison dates back to last year. At that
time several students
d ’e tre as an institution o f higher learning. To dismiss him onngifig
inoir own
would is practice .mean to also dismiss those issues; we do
wot want to do th at.’’ Your deportment mightj«t»i copout the G. T. Room, thereby
themselves ten cents. The ARA
on you if they don’t really want to confront the issues.
became concerned about th (10) Don’t expect the members of the Tenure and lufik
of tea business and decided
Promotions Committee to take the time to know you or to discourage students from
what you’re doing in your classes. Even when you invite taking such liberties. Therefore,
them to meet you or come into your class they probably a fire cent CmUgc w«a attached
won’t respond. Don’t expect to be allowed to come to to a styrafoam cup and the
remained free of charge.
their committee to present your case. They don’t want to water
Last year, too, was the
face you man to man.
“ Brown Bag Conspiracy,’’ a
(11) Don’t expect the men in CAS who claim to be boycott by students against
rationalists and scientists to be willing to put educational
approaches to an empirical test to determine the
9 0 1 0
effectiveness o f various methods. Many of them already w l f f w i
know they are “right” and would rather eliminate your
A venture into creating more
xnaiiamod nv •iimmafino urui rnrn»»r r'nan mmainino nnrh o f ■ colieae communi*" or. the
Grand Valley campus has been
to comparing methodologies.
approved
by
the Campus
(12) Don’t expect the positive responses o f students to
ActMtias Office. What this idea
your courses to have any effect on the Administration co u n ts of is the opportunity to
because students are considered second-rate citizens and allow students, faculty, and staff
don’t really know what’s best for themselves, in other to barter or sell such arts and
words, the persons who are consuming the product sren’t crafts as Isather works,
qualified to determine whether or not it’s good for them. macrame, paintings, pottery, etc.
You will be told what you should team and who you anc ulterior motive of this
undertaking is not the individual
should learn it from.
monetary rewards but rather the
(13) If you are interested only in job security and salary communal atmosphere that w
raises stay abreast of the continually changing power promoted by a focus of human
into one
politics o f your institution. One regime may bless you and
(The
objective
o f this
u k next may hang you. Yfii, education is politics.
is to get the faculty
(14) Don’t expect too much assistance from colleagues
staff
out
af
their
who are sympathetic to Academic Freedom. Remember,
offioes and slow
they have hungry mouths at home to feed.
the hurrying students
(15) Don’t believe it whan an administrator tells you, or
tiie Lantbom, that failure to obtain a doctorate is an
important factor for tenure. That is pure bullshit! If he
believed that he would not have
non-doctonle department member’s termer; particu!arty bees
the faculty and student evalual
for the approved faculty member than for the

Hot Flash: N ew
Prices For A R A

If

it all for a joke. His questioning
ARA when the notorious service
of the petty char#? further
attempted a five cent raise on
the pnee of pop. The attempt
irritated the employee, who
was diverted by the striking
thought her authority and
students.
knowledge were also being
This year began with ARA questioned.
dedaring
that
those
who
On the advice of the ARA
purchased soup would
be
lady, the student telephoned
allowed only two crackers, the
le d Moore who decided that a
non-purchasers
would
be price would most assuredly he
charged five cents for two
levied on their mayonnaide. The
packages of crackers. Those who
foint of the charge, said Mr.
actually thought that the charge Moore, is to discourage students
would not be enforced learned
from bringing their own lunch.
better after the harrassement of
The ARA later decided on
an
irrate ARA employee, the feasible price of five cents.
demanding their rightful five To the students’ advantage,
cents.
is the fact tin t Use
A similar situation occurred
is all iwnlnafcw. w U A
last week when a student, having
that he can use all the
paid two cents for a glass of catsup and mustard be Mbas, too.
water, went to the condiments
After the mayonnaise scandal
table to put some mayonnaise took place, the ARA has
on
a
homemade
cheese reportedly been considering the
sandwich. Unfortunately, be was appoint meni of a Task Force
cut short by one of the irrate which will determine among
ARA
e m p lo y ees,
w ho other tilings, ihe price of sail for
demanded, “Y ou know there is s a hard-boiled egg which was not
charge
fo r
using
our purchased from ARA. Also to be
condiments.” The situation and considered by the Task Force
the employee’s anger being a will be ARA’s new motto, “ You
little unreal, our friend mistook get what you pay for, babv.”

Art Exhibit (on display in the
----- ■ ■
Msnits:
igaawj
gnu ovauiiMm
House April 2S to May 19) will
be available for purchase at the
“Community Street Affair.”
It is anticipated the main
emphasis of the activity will be
between 11:00 am and 1:00 pm
(the collegiate noon hour).
Street musicians from the
college community are being

uave #%«
Why does this collage allow
smoking in
auditoriums when it is clearly a
violation of state law? And in
light o f this violation, why does
the callage provide asb trays to

contacted for their assistance;
hopefully, lemonade will be
donated by the GVSC Faculty
Club.
Other tentative dates for the
“Community Street
Affair”
include the dates for the
Outdoors Blues Festival (May
20) and Celebrate Life Day (May
24).

It is one thing to put up
another’s had habits, but
quite another to pay the
consequences of this mhfortune.
The time to ban in k in g in
come. If you
to o manyctesses with a
or Mood-shot eyes, do
not suffer alone. Make it known
to your instructor (who may be
the w ont offender) that you are
and do not
•’si

six

by Mardi Arnold
support to warren! the spending
of the money. So, another
option falls by the wayside.
The option of ratsmg the
membership fee is not without
its
d iffic u ltie s .
Planned
Parenthood feeh that if the fee
is raised, their will be more
students who will go into Grand
Rapids where the services ere
free. Part of the retsor. for the
Grand Valley Clinic is to cut
down on the number of people
who use the services in Grand
Rapids. By raising the fee.
Planned Parenthood feels they
would be defeating their own
purpose.
The final option, no clinic at
all, would also seem the most
likely.
Planned
Parenthood
doesn't wish to see this happen
again because of the increase and
actual over taxation of the
facilities in Grand Rapids.
There are people who are
happy
to
see
Planned
Parenthood come to the campus.
There are approximately 133
new patients already taking
advantage of the services and it
is expected that there wffl be an
additional 20-40 new girts who
will come to the clinic by June.
This doesn’t count those girts
who already use the service and
continue to pick up supplies.
A n o th e r
supporter
is
President Lubbers, who stated “ 1
am pleased to have Ranued

contraceptive fees but these ate
The Grand Valley Chapter of still not adequate to cover the
Planned Parenthood n no longer entity cost.
a velf-xupportmg center. TTm
There are five options for
center, subsidized hy Planned solving the funding problems at
Parenthood of Grand Rapids, this time. First, is the idea that
has run up a deficit of the college, ot more exactly The
approximately
$800
It is* President’s Fxecutive Committee
estimated that hy the end of this allocate funds. The second
school year, there will hr a option is for private donars to
deficit of approximately S1.000
give money for the dim *.
Because of this shortage of Another alternative is that of
money, there is a strong using money from the Student
possibility of this clinic closing. Activities Fund. The fourth
Several reasons have been option is to up the mem bership
given for this defiat hy this fee. The final option, and at this
chnic. First is the fact that point the most likely, *1 to
because this center is located on discontinue the clinic.
a college campus, it can receive
The first option, that of
no federal fund*. Coupled with coi'iege support, seems rather
this lack of federal funds h the dim. The college h dependen t on
fa c t
th at • the
Planned Lansing for funds and Lansing
Parenthood of Grand Rapids has aiiows spenditure rather freely.
had some of its federal funds cut But, if Lansing isn't pleased with
hack, thus creating a greater the way the college spends the
shortage of money. Although money, the money will be cut
Grand Valley students pay a off. So, it is a vicious circle and
$5.00 membership fee and SO it seems that there is no support
cents per month for a supply of in Lansing for this type of
oral contraceptives, this is not expenditure. There also seems to
enough to help with the cost Of be no public support for this
running the dim e. The oral type of spending o f tax dollars.
The second option, that of
contraceptives are supplied free
by G.D. Searle and Company private donars, has been more
and the other methods of successful. Private donations
contraceptives are supplied free have been made to Planned
by the manufactor; but the Parenthood in Grand Rapids but
major cost of the clinic comes these have not been sufficient.
The use of money from the
from the paying of the Doctor
and the Name, who are the only Student Activities Fund seems
professionals on the staff. This to be an imgosnNMty at this
payment is somewhat eased by time. There ate neither sufficient encourage it to stay on campus
the
membership
and oral funds not enough student short o f putting tax money into
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One last possibility, not
mentioned, is the idea of a fund
raising drive being start***
campus. President Lubbers said
that this seems to he a good
possibility and that he would be

willing to contribute if such a
drive were started. Maybe those
students who wish to see this
service
continued
should
organise and see to it that
Planned Parenthood is given
sufficient funds to remain on
campus

Peace C o rp s
V is it s G V S C
A representative of Peace
Corps and Vista will be in the
Placement Office at Grand
Valley State College on May I to
talk with anyone interested in
jOITUTag tuC f/a«Jgtillll.

T he
opportunities
are
especially great in Peace Corps
this year for students with an
education
major
and
a
concentration
in
French,
math-science,
or
physical
education. There is also a great
need for people who have
practical background in skilled
trades or farming experience .
Vista is looking for volunteers
for programs in prison reform,
crisis centers, tenants unions,
and small business development.
A separate agency known as
Action was established in July
1971 which w fl eventually offer
much broader opportunities (or
peopla to baooma involved hi
volunteer activities to improve
the quality o f life in America

n

u

M

H

n

and abroad. Those volunteerj
services currently under action
are Peace Corps, Vista, Foster
Grandparents, Retired Senior
Volunteer Program,
Service
Corps of Retired Executives,
Active Corps of Executives and
University Year for Action. The
University Year for Action
Program is the newest initiative
of action. Established in 1971 it
will have
I2S0 volunteers
working for academic credit
under the guidance o f faculty
advisors at some 30 participating
unrienatiec.
Although the recent changes
in
Selective
Service
have
a b o lis h e d
o c c u p a tio n a l
deferments, a national directive
has been issued to Selective
Service offices that those who
qualify for a co deferment may
use either Vista or Peace Corps
for their ■ alternative service
proviced they art accepted into
the program.
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ETV

M EDIA FOR THE PEOPLE

-

Lawrence
came to the
GVSC’s from a public Television
station at the University of Ohio
in Athens Ohio. The TV station
there was connected with the
U n iv e rs ity 's
College
of
Communications so that the
students
received
practical
broadcast knowledge along with
their education. He hopes
eventually
to
develop
a
somewhat similar program here.
Wbaf h» amiiM Kir* t*j —* ;•
Grand Valley. Lawrence told us.
is
a
" P ro fe s s io n a lly
administered, student operated

by Fd Hoogterp

ruMfwrt
Nivuroo
Lustcro

NEWAYGO
MOI.'TCAIM

\

\

• C-«iNvnif
*
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OHAW A

KALAMAZOO

City Grade,
Grade A
Grade B m

Coverage area for WGVC, Channel 35: City grade areas mean that
reception will be possible with an indoor antenna; grade A and B
areas are where reception is possible with a rooftop antenna.

W GVC,CHANNEL 35
ON THE AIR IN FALL
II cvviyTiuns goes socovuiis§
to plan, WGVC-TV will be on
the ah within a x months.
Adrsirjs1.: slivt Viet Pr esident
Arthur Hills, reporting last
Friday on the progress being
maoe towara completion of
•Grand
Valley's
skated that October 2, 1972 is
& target date for the first ETV
. The new station wui
it's signal on UHF
35 to an area that takes
in over half a an lioa people ia
and
Kent, Ottawa,
wfli be possible from
Hflb told the GVSC hoard o f
da h

Channel 3S*s
wfli be foeated m the
o f Manitou HaH.
Studio equipment h e
been purchased with delivery
and installation expected in June
or Inly.
Daring it's first year o f
operation WGVC will broadcast
for only 4* to TO host a week.
The short week is
by
the
ndam al staff,
that plam call for a
inclu ding
should be to e d by early July.
I A aha reported that, a
a h r h be dMe to
i nni— nfer,

the

c o te

station." In such a system, the
actual running of the station
w ould
be
handled
by
professionals, but much of the
work of producing individual
program; would be done by
students. Lawrence indicated
that while some of the student
help would probably hive to be
on a volunteer basis, there would
he some money, and powsbty
College credit available for the
tftulnnl
%w%**Mv■•« MtovUc
wvmvia.
Full color broadcasts over
Channel 35 are scheduled to
begin the first rrsek of October.

••The Ms-. Medic can do
more than a ll soap" says
Gordon Lawrence, director of
G ra n d
V a lle y 's
rapidly
d e v e lo p in g
E d u c a tio n a l
Television Station. "What Public
Broadcasting seeks to do", he
told the I * nrhorn in an
interview last week, "is to give
the public a chance to use the
•mvwiu, masvau yn inrill^ USCQ Oy
it."
Lawrence says that the nature
of Commercial T.V. is such that
it must appeal to a maximum
number of people at all times in
order to attract advertisers. The
implication is that, because of
this, commercial T.V. broadcasts
to a "Common Denominator",
and minority interests are often
lost. Public non-commercial
T.V., on the other hand, is
specifically designed to reach the
various minorities that exist in
our society. Lawrence points out
that in this sense “ Minorities.'
refers not only to racial or
ethnic classifications, but could
mean any group of people, from
5th grades to Shakespeare
enthusiasts.
Lawrence also disputes the
c o m m e rc ia l
n e t w o r k ’s
conception of "prime time” as
the time of day when the most
ETV director Gordon Lawrence points to WG
people are watching. "Any time public Broadcasting System.
is prime time to us” he says.
“The problem is to identify the
needs
of
the
prospective
audience at any given time, and
then tty to fBI that need."
U W p itv

fu o

u v u s v flT IO ii vO

u lv

c l a s s i - f r e - 'd i '

broadcasting, Lawrence iocs r.o| 5 5
believe that the commercial
stations arc all bad
(Classified ads will be run free for anyone who is a member o f the
„ G.V.S.C. community or who wishes to reach the G.V.S.C.
*tie
- - says,
. —- i^ocaocs
~.
—
.•
*■
_
provm na- community.)
Lost: One
WGVC wtB generally he o f the
Fdaratiomi or Public affairs
lecause o f budget
only about 4 hours
o f programming per week wfli be
produced here. The rest o f the
achegale, which cafe for 48 to
70 hours o f
he taken

claw rii«,

gold band, 1972, B.S. Initials
W.G.W. If found, cafi 895-4276
for reward.
For Sale: 1964 Valiant 4
door. Needs some work. Has had
ca the body. WtB m*a for $ iaq
or for say reasonable offer. Call
89S-66S0.

ia
Help: My child goes to
P r ia s y School
?!?*&• a ride
from S.W. Grand Rapids at 9:00
&B. oa Tuesday and Tha i mays .
A ride is needed home from
Prim sy School everyday in the
Sate afternoon. Cell 245-2784

For
Sale:
Typewriter,
r n m m i i n n J n i v m irtihte
excellent condition. S3S.00. Call
457-0806 after 3 p.m.
Wanted: Let me help you by
doing your typing, men as term
papers and reports. Reasonable
rates. CaS 364-9825
u n i 5:00 p.nt.
For Sale: Decent stereo
i*
good, but it’s so t reeSy brand
new.
R easonable
offers
considered. CHI 895-6642
For Sale: Tkes . . . for ssa 9
can, 520 X 13, 600 X 13. t e
at 81.00 to seal goodies at
SI ISO. A few pain at 16.00 and
813.00. That's Cheap. Phone
677-1146 after seven p .a .
There's no home Wee your own.
If you're interested, contact
GVSC Student Pete Howard,
e S m S ^ s 'l T ^ s S l o b .
For sale, by owner: Beautiful
m dltional style wedding dreat,
only once, (needs cleaning) 825.
895-4982.
S ix -strin g
G ib son
G uitar-excellent fnadiniia
Must sell - 8150. C d "Jeff"
Eat. 348.
Per Sate: 1969 Triumph GTH-,

Board of Control

A Rtvit w by Paul Johntlon

(This play was presented in the basement o f Zumberg Library\ G. V.S.C.,
at 11:00 A M . Friday, April 14, 1972. Although it appeared to be an
impromptu, audience participation presentation, it was actually a
pre-planned, tightly structured event. A script, which was written
beforehand, was closely followed, with only minor changes im provised by
the participants.)
Cast of Characters
WILLIAM SGIDMAN: Chairman, Board of Control;
Partner, Seidman and Seidman Certified Public
Accountants; Chairman of the Board, Synercon
Communications Corp.; Director, the O tt Chemical Co.;
trustee of various civic foundations; a member of
various country, polo, and yacht chibs.
DR. ARNOLD OTT: Vice-Chairman, Board of Control;
Chairman, Cascade Data Computer Systems Inc.;
Director, the O tt Chernies! Co.; Consultant, CPC
International, Inc.; a member of the American Chemical
Society; a member of two country clubs; a member of
Westminister Presbyterian Church.
DEANE BAKER: Member, Board of Control; president, H.
F. Campbell Co. and subsidiaries; director, Detroit
Urban League; a member o f the Detroit Rotary Club.
PAUL A. JOHNSON: Member, Board of Control;
Vice-president and director, Dake Corp.; past-president
Spring Lake Country G ub.
WILLIAM A. KIRKPATRICK: Member, Board of Control;
President, Kalamazoo PapeBox Co.; a member of
Educational Council of M.I.T.; a member of the board
o f directors of Goodwill Industries Inc.; a member of
the Kalamazoo Country G ub and Park G ub.

ELLA D. KOEZE: Member. Board of Control; charter
member of Grand Rapids Republican Women’s Club, a
member former member of ten other civic groups,
delegate to Republican National Convention, 1964;
Metro-Chairman, National Alliance of Businessmen.
KENNETH W. ROBINSON: Member, Board of Control;
Director, Region I-D of the UAW; former member of
Economic Development Commission and Michigan Civil
Rights Commission; served on committee’s of
N.A.A.C.P. and Urban League.
AREND D. LUBBERS: Member, Board of Control;
President, Grand Valley State College.
KEN VENDERBUSH: Vice President for Student Affairs;
Acting Dean, William James College.
ARTHUR HILLS: Vice President for Administration.
ROY LUMSDEN : Vice President for College Relations.
ROBERT ROMKEMA: Physical Plant Manager.
HAROLD KOLENBRANDER: Assistant to the President.
RONALD VANSTEELAND: Business manager, Grand
Valley State CollegeOther assorted deans, reporters, and bureaucrats.

Cast o f Not Characters
PAUL ROYCE: President, ExCo and Community Council.

ACT ONE
A t

a

fr w

in in n to e

b e fo r e

11 00, participants o f the event
began to father in he wasting
room o f the Board Room. Some
were carrying copies o f the
script, catted the Board Book.
The Board Book, written in the
pest tense. Bated everyone who
w b present at the upcoming
meeting and also all o f the
rceolarioua which were pamed at
the meeting se c s to take place.
It also contained about fifty
pages o f charts. Mats, reports,
and other material to be drawn
open at the meeting.
The a ^ o r characters o f the

residence at Michigan or ut of
state have been changed to
accommodate the new age of
:n$;cr:iy, he a id . A*sc, f t t
adinfessirstios wss trying to be
more reasonable than it was in
the
pest,
including
the
institution o f a new appeals
procedure. He added that it was
decided that women were
actually separate people and not
just a part o f their husbands, so
that the portion o f the rule
governing them had also been

o f the

V i ce P ress Be a t

personnel actions as of March 29
for the approval o f the board. A
motion was heard, followed by a
w esuo, a vote was taken, and
the resolution o f approval pamed
unanimously.
Pres. Lubbers stated that an
attempt was being made to
improve the ratio o f minority
Boup individuals on the faculty
and staff. He said program m this
area was b e i* made, citing the
luring o f two blacks by Thomas

the putchsm o f fo lieg*
private parties. The first
of the play Im arisen!
the

A report on Cottege IV was
next. Pies. Lubbers gave the
rationale for hiring the
before hiving the oolhagt by
citing the pcohheaas

proposed college to the board. It
is to be modular, self-paced, and
closely connected with the
t e i w n community.
Graduating students should
be employable, KoUenbnnder
Greater use of
materials will also
be made.
Seidman
asked
if
the
was
more
on
methodology than on specific
courses. Lubbers agreed, but
c n iih H ifitJ

once it was ready to

were already ia the Board
Room. As n o te o f the nrinor

s h o rtly .

possible and then went on to put
forth the possibility of the
Campus Ministry purchasing a
niece of land directly adjacent to
the proposed Student Center,
This arrangement would give
them permanent and complete
control of their space.
While most o f the heads
around the table nodded in
i g s e n oat, Deane Baker fs w H
a stir o f excitement by objecting
on the vounds of

tfc»

t'mr+*T

o f the board were
with whether or not
approval o f the
approval o f the
that it did
“ gat a

page nine

waddling. Dr. O tt once turned to
a member of the audience to
strike up a conversation, but
then, realizing that Hills was still
talking, turned back to the table.
It could not be determined
whether Ms. Koeze was paying
attention or not, due to her large
sunglasses. O ther than
an
occasional “aye” or ‘‘I second”,
she showed no signs of life.
Pres. Lubbers Mew his next
line, introducing Vice-President
Lumsden when the script
showed that it was actually
Vice-President Hills that had the
next scene. After a little
embarrassed silence and some
nervous laughter. Hills began his
scene, named the report on
Administration.
He passed around xeroxed
statements on the LTV station,
which listed the salaries for the
paid iU ff, a lime iabk for
construction,
and
a costs
estimate. Vice-Chairman Ott
asked if our tower would be as
high as WZZM's. Hills said that it
would, which seemed to please
everyone.
Hills reported that $350,000
has been pledged to the planned
law school and that it appeared
ma
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could be reached. Reaching that
point and getting legislative
approval are all that stand in the
way of beginning work on the
school, accqfding to Hitts.
As a sidelight, he mentioned
that 150 people had already
applied to the caiiege which
doesn't yet exist. This odd fact
caused a stir o f interest among
the participants, which quickly
Hills ad libbed a
it to tbe play at this point,
that tbe Fine Asti
be

Calder Fine Arts Center. He
cited Calders stature, his La
Grande Vitesse in Grand Rapids,
and his gift to the college o f two
editions of lithographs valued at
sixty to one hundred thousand
dollars. A resolution to that
effect was moved, seconded,
v o te d
on,
and
earned
unanimously.
The focus of action moved to
Vice President Lumsden next.
He submitted a report on gifts
and grants received by he
college. The resolution to accept
them was moved, seconded,
v o te d
on,
and
passed
unanimously.
Lumsden next explained to
the board members why they
had to approve the memberships
of the Grand Valley College
Foundation. The iw dutior. to
approve the memberships was
moved, seconded, voted on, and
passed unanim ously.
The Business Manager, Ron
VanStetland then began what
seemed to be a routine report
but which eventually generated
the only truly heated scene of
the performance. The report
concerned the method for
reporting the college’s budget to
alkA
mJU•, il« »•>
use » i« tc . i i k
ay a t v i i i w i u w i m
currently in use entails breaking
down the budget into categories
such as Instruction, Library,
Business
Operation,
Plant
Improvement, etc. The new
system, instead of having a
category
called
Instruction,
B iological
Sciences,
Arts
Humanities
and
Letters,
Education, Social Scsenoes, etc.
This plan touched o ff a flurry
o f a wcusaon, on whether or not
Grand Vattey’s computer could
the cram over network
to handte that type of

reporting, on whether or not the
expense of reporting that way
was justified. Seidman didn't
feel that the system was
practical, pointing out that the
college could show a large
expenditure
in
biological
sciences without producing any
biologists, because of our
foundation program.
Lubbers pointed out that this
reporting system could be used
by “ the social planners” to
direct students into areas the
planners feel important instead
of areas the students are
interested in by the channeling
of funds.
Discussion went back and
forth
between • the
board
members on the advisability of
such an accounting system.
Seidman, appearing genuinely
interested, was diewing on an
object similar to »a p o n d d f
stick. He urged strongly that
board go on record against the
system,
even though
Van
S te e la n d
and
L u b b e rs
emphasized that the college had
no choice in the matter. The
board agreed with Chairman
Seidman.
This scene of slightly n s * d
voices, which wasn't so much an
argument as a general concensus
on the stupidity of the State,
marked the end of Act One.
D uring
the
intermission,
sandwiches and cake and coffee
were served to cast and audience
alike. A free if sa t sossewfcgt
self-conscious intermingling took
dace with oeoole *><»»* around
themselves to other
reporter kept
dropping his cake la U s lap aad
U s coffee, not restty
at eating with tbe
tray in U s U p .______________

ACT TWO
Act
Two
began
with
VanSteeland continuing to give
the business report. The next
twelve resolutions in the Board
Book
were concerning his
department, and little time was
wasted on discussion.
A word about the Board
Book might be appropriate here.
Resolutions to be passed at the
board
meeting
are
listed
something like this: On motion
b y ----------------------- and
seconded by ---------------- ----- ,
the following resolution was
a d o p t e d --------------------— :
Resolved . . . The resolution is
then stated. The board votes on
each one as it comes to it in the
program. The blanks are to be
fitted by the names of whoever
h innem to move and second,
and by the word “unanimous” .
Resolutions 7-13 were moved
through quickly. VanSteeland
reported, Seidman asked for a
motion, it was moved, seconded,
voted on, carried; and then the
board moved to the next one. At
one point Mr. Kirkpatrick
interrupted
to
ask
which
resolution was being voted on,
saying that he had “got lost.”
It was pointed ou t that no
increase was being asked for the
dorm
and
food
budget.
Kirkpatrick asked if this meant a
deterioration in the quality of
the food and service, sayiag that
the "raises cain with the kids.”
VanSteeland assured him that
that wasn't the case.
The thirteenth resolution
dealt with raising tuition next
year by eight dollars a term. It
was referred to as a minor
increase, and it wasn't fd t that ii
would hurt our recruiting
Again, the resolution
, seconded, voted on.

concerning the financing of
various
constructions
were
passed in the same manner as
above. The student center was
discussed. Baker thought the
whole project “ looks tike a
frog."
The
apartment
housing
project came up. Nobody liked
them very much. Hills thought
they
looked like
barracks.
Seidman asked if students had
b een
consulted.
Lubbers
mentioned the drop in dorm
residents. Romkema said the
present plans probably wouldn't
be used. Baker and Kirkpatrick
were very unenthusiastic. The
lesolution to go ahead was
passed unanimously.
Romkema next presented the
parking lot and parking fee
situation. Nobody much liked
the idea of parking lots all over,
but there was general agreement
that you had to have the damn
things. People were getting
impatient to leave. The play
ended around a quarter after
two.

A CRITIQUE
The performance as a whole
«»«•
[« • *
t#s interesting,
unexciting, and almost pointless.
There was no real interchange or
conflict between characters.
There was no suspense, no
gallantry, no rising to the
occasion. Only bits and pieces of
real
characterization
came
through.
The format o f the play and
the cast of characters are
probably mostly to blame. There
can be little conflict between
characters when they are all
about the same. The two
characters who didn’t fit the
stereotype,
Robinson
and
Koeze, had virtually no Unee the
entire rime. The met o f the main
to to
bnt
new little o f education. They
forced to rely on the
o f the

pate ten

OB&’l5:[0mHUTBl COST1172
by Barbara Benton
The Task Force for Future
On-Campus Parking Provisions
has developed the following
recom m endations
for
consideration by the Board of
Control and also is interested in
a general campus reaction before
presenting it’s final revision plan
for action by the Board of
Control in June.
Because of the unavailability
of outside funds (for example,
the state legislature), and the
need to finance future parking
lots construction from within,
the Task Force has created a
ten-year plan which would
spread the initial costs of
constructing the new lot among
both present and future users.
The pian aiso assumes inai,
because this is a close and rural
campus, non-drivers also benefit
and are indirectly dependent (if
your professors didn't have any
place to park, they might not
show up for classes, exams and
grades) on the availability of
parking facilities. Part of the
required funding would come
from the Capital Outlay Reserve
Fund. The remaining and larger
portion would be charged as a
direct user fee. ■

SdiooHoSoon Follow
by Barbara Culinane
The extra “ s” recently added
to Grand Valley State College's
name will apparently be put to
further use. With the fall of
1973 the school hopes to open
its
doors
to
the
third
experimental college on campus

Co!!«m ly.
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o f the individual student's
potential will be o f primary
importance in Collage IV. It will
be
concerned
w ith
work-oriented students, those
seeking jobs in the business field.
A key woid with College IV is
"m odular, which enhances the
emphasis o f student-oriented.
The modular format M ans that
rather th^w fairing general
themselves to more specific
topics. This format alao allows
the student to wort at his own
pace, as fast or slow as be needs.
Tuition and credits will also be
counted in i'eraas o f modular
components. Students will be
invited to creute their own

v

them and thereby evaluate the
faculty.
College IV w il
liberal arts bans and wi
specialize on courses geared t
professional needs. Since tb
will be intimately tied t<
f, it win be a fnrthe
to tf*p students in tb
state o f employment te a iocs
to the

it viii continue to grow.
A novelty of College IV is
that it will not necessarily
commence its programs at the
official semester time, rather the
starting date will be flexible.
The College IV faculty will be
subjected to no tenure program,
at— Z - __- a —
tuvu
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e v e ry 2 , 3 , c « 5 y e a n , i n r a t w u i

be an evaluation for all faculty
desiring a contract renewal
promotion, v h k a will be based
on creativity, ira seo iu sa m to
s tud ent
seed s,
special
contributions,
and
student
evaluations o f modules and
teaching. Besides instruction, tbs
faculty wiii be required to
establish
cou rses
aad
professional and liberal arts
seeds, to establish objectives for
each course, and to write
materials
for
modules
constituting the courses.
College I 'V U I give credit for
passing, there will be no penalty
for failure and transcript records
will
be
kept
only
for
The College IV
torn o f the
exit. It will be operated at a
hopefully minimal cost, since
there will be an increased
utilization o f faeflitiee, a higher
studeat/faculty ratio, a ntc rarity
for little equipment, and little

faculty m l be waB acquainted
with its aserabeis. The appointed
Dean Dr. Robert Jem Toft wdl
begin Ms team on July I, 1972.

Tutoring Volunteers

A id Children

The One-to-One Tutoring and the child work and play
P ro g ram ,
sponsored
by together every week, developing
Community Action Program of a close, mutual friendship.
Grand Rapids and Westminster Because the tutor and the child
Presbyterian Church, has many often become close friends, the
A. Ten
year
plan
for Grand Valley students working tutor’s interest motivate] the
c o m m u te r
p a rk in g
lo t
in the program at various child resulting in nevy meaning
construction and maintenance
elementary and middle schools. for the child.
with financing through user fees.
Not only are children with
Volunteers tutor a child one
B. Construction of s new
academic
problems selected by
hour, once a week ai the child's
375 space commuter lot by Fall
their
teachers
to participate in
sc h o o l.
Presently,
GVSC
o f 1972.
the
One-to-One
Program. A child
students
are
tutoring
at
C. Distinction between and
may
be
selected
because of
Franklin,
Hail,
Buchanan,
separation of commuter and
behavioral
or
social
adjustment
Jefferson, Coit, Fountain, East
resident parking.
problems.
Thus,
the
importance
Leonard and South Middle
5 . G iic operated cOiuiuiitra
of the l)iie-!vrvu« iHaiiuiwuip u
schools.
Sots.
One-to-One Tutoring is a further pronounced.
E.
First year commuter fees program
Call Allie Parrish, Ext. 231 if
to
aid
children
to be $2 per student per term
you
are interested in this
p e rfo rm in g
below
their
(Capital Outlay Reserve Fund)
program.
If transportation is a
potential. It is a supplemental
plus $15 per user per year o f 30c
teaching effort in which the tutor problem, it can be provided.
In other words, the following
recommendations
are
being
made.

College‘4’DeanChosen

per exit. Tenth year commuter the number of tickets written
fees are estimated to be $2 per and processed by at least 60
student per term (from CORF) percent.
A small short-term lot will be
and $26 per user per year, or
built
along with tyid adjacent to
20c per user per exit.
the
new
Student Center. It is
F. Resident
parking
by
proposed
that this lot he
■ticker - first year sticker charge
equipped
with
meters.
to be $5 per term,
The present traffic parking
G. No vehicle registration.
H. No reserved parking (with regulations provide a rather
"tough" procedure for handling
few exceptions).
I. Tighter
provisions
for situations of student default on
handling employee default on payment of fines. Students in
default are not allowed to
psrking/traffic tickets.
T he
T ask
Force
is receive final grade reports,
re c o m m e n d in g
th a t
all register or receive transcripts.
fo r
handling
commuter lots be equipped with P ro v isio n s
pay-as-you-leave
gates.
The facultyotaff defauit, however,
devices will collect the necessary are much more lenient almost to
fees while at the same time, the point of being non-existent.
With the increased parking
encourage the formation of car
pools. Another advantage of charges, we feel there will
gates is that they will allow probably be an increase in
elimination of ost of the present default. After considering several
it
will
be
vehicle registration process. This possibilities
not only reduces some of the recommended that a procedure
administrative red tape to which for commercial removal of cars
we all are exposed but it is in violation after present means
estimated that it will also reduce of control have failed.
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The Bunk house Informer
„ This it a new column,
dedicated to the 900 students
existing inthe dorms of Grand
Valley. It is an attempt to
improve the life of the resident
hall occupant hy means of newt,
attempted humor and helpful
information
about
what's
happening at and around Grand
Valiev This column will he in
the Lanthorn for the remaining
three issues this year and if
successful, it will reappear this
coming fall.

Resident Hall news

What's Happening

ROBINSON HOUSE:
The House Council meeting
on April 13 only had seven
members
out
of
twelve
attending. Tenative plans were
discussed on the issue of
purchasing
two
baseball
backstops for $650. Each floor
has to vote its approval before
the money can be spent.
Chances of each floor approving
it are dim.
On Saturday, April 29, the
horror film “ Paranoia” will be
shownfree for all Robinson
residents. Check the bulletin
board for the correct time and
place.
On Saturday, May 6, there
will be a dance free to all dorm
students. More details will be
vatisbic iii iiic licX t S uiikiiG uav
Informer.
Other
projects
currently
under consideration include a
clean up project for the part of
the ravine next to Robinson.
Seems like many students have
been using it for a convient place
to throw their empty bottles and
cans. It will be interesting to see.
taking into consideration all the
concern students are supposed
to have for the ecology, how
many VGiuSit^vTS
on
the project.

May. The first is a three day clean up project such as the one
canoe trip on the weekend of Robinson is planning. The House
May 5. The trip is free to Council has under consideration
Copeland
residents.
Each the purchase of 2 backstops to
resident going is allowed to bring be built near Kistler at the cost
alone one guest at a cost of $5. of $650 dollan.
Several floors nave requested
The trip will start in the
money
from the Unity Fund to
Manistee River, approximately
go
on
canoe
trips this spring.
65 miles north of Cadillac. The
The
Regulation
Committee
river is located in a heavily
turned
down
?!!
thi*
requests
on
wooded area. The i iver is not
the
grounds
that
canoe
trips
traveled much and there is
excellent fishing. Canoeists will financed by the Unity Fund
have a chance to be on their would be in violation of the
own, for the trip requires you to dorm constitution. Under the
supply your own food and constitution, the trip can only
bedding. Both nights o f the trip be financed if it is a complete
will
be
spent
camping. dorm project. Since some floors
Transportation will be by car want to go one place, some
with
the
drivers
being another, and some don’t care to
go at all, there is little chance of
reimbursed for gas.
s trip until the floors get their
The weekend of May !9 has
shit
together and decide to
been designated as “ Little
cooperate
with each other.
Brother and Sister Weekend.”
Copeland residents can invite
A
student
reading
the
little cousins, brothers, or sisters,
resident
Hall News might
ages 5 to 17 to stay a couple
discover finally, how little ia
days at Happy Valley. The
going on, or being done at the
visitors will be kept busy with
dorms. Their first inclination ia
different activities.
to blame the House Councils for
their lack of action. But being a
KISTLER HOUSE:
dorm resident myself, I can
safely say the majority of the
students don’t <*•»«. *nd elected
At present the house council
student representatives have a
doesn’t have any definite
way of being oniy as concerned
projects planned this term.
tt)PELA N D HOUSE:
about things as the students that
Several projects are currently
they represent, so look at both
Copeland House has two being discussed, including a
sides before you complain.
projects already planned for picnic, movies, and a ravine
NljRTH'TDWN .
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'pmgss new open to serve you:

I

ON CAMPUS:
s.
^ i 7:30 to
9:30, 176 Michigan Travelouge
Film,
“ Discover
Bulgaria.”
Everything you always wanted
to know about Bulgaria and
were afraid to ask (or really
didn’t care). Did you know that
Bulgaria is the same size as the
state of Ohio? Well it is! Learn
other facts and amaze your
friends, bewilder your women!
And ii will only coat you 75
cents.
Friday, April 21; 8 p.m., 132
Huron. Another C.C.A. film
“ Dead Ringer.” Also on Sunday,
same
time,
tame
place.
Admission is 75 cents.
•Monday, April 24; 8 p.m., L.
Armstrong Theatre. Music from
the Greatest Shows on Earth,”
performed by the G.V.S.C.
Concert Band. Selections will
include the “ Theme from the
Summer o f 42” and “Finale,”
from “ The Pines of Rome.” A
concert not to miss. Free

riiu a y ,

/%pm

HuiTiiSSiOii.

Friday, April 29, 8:00 p.m.,
132 Huron. Yet another C.C.A.
film “The Rain People.” Alio
shown on Sunday same time,
same place, same price (75
cents).
Saturday, April 29: all day.
•>tate (high-school) Band and
Orchestra Festival. Those who
enjoy concert music can atop by
the L. Armstrong Theatre and
catch some of the best high
school bands around. There is no
admission charge.
Sunday, April 30; 8 to
mi d n i g h t .
Big
concert.
Performing will be “ It’s a
Beautiful Day,” “Tgj Mahal
and Genya Raven. Students
$3.00, other $4.00. Tickets at
bookstore. Worth the time and
money.

■

teak Dinner $1.49s
hieken Dinner ” !
g Open Daily 6am -8pm

The following are major
events happening on and around
Grand Valley in the next two
weeks.

g

OFF CAMPUS:
Tonight, 8:00 p.m.; Grand
Rapids
Ar t
M useum ’s
coffee-house. A poetry reading

’’Harper’s.’’ He has also written
several books of his own works
such sc “ Discovery and Other
Poems;” and “ Blood Right.”
Grand Haven Coffeehouse 23
South
Harbor.
Grand
Rapida’s “ Bad Manors" will be
appearing tonite, Friday and
Saturday from 7:30 to midnight.
On Friday, April 28 and
Sunday the 30th, the group
“Cross" will be performing.
Hours are 7:30 to midnight on
Friday and 7:30 to l |:0 0 on
Sunday.
On Saturday, April 29, Frank
Salamone will perform, again
from
7:30
to
midnight.
.Admission is 50 cents. You h*v»>
to be 16 yean of age or older
(Sorry, th at’s what it says).

Other
Stuff
Don’t expect dorm fees to
rise next year, if it already hasn't
been announced, they're staying
the same. A cost analysis of next
year has shown there isn’t any
need for mere n»«rey.
The vicious rumor mongen
are at it again.
R um on have been flying that
the A.R.A. will not be returning
next fall. Well, you’ll be happy
(or sad) to know that as things
stand now, the A.R.A. will
return.
Another
firm
is
interested and has made a few
studys, but they haven’t made
anything of it yet, and so, at
Grand Valley, the A.R.A. is still
King of Heartburn Hill.
Students wishing to return to
the dorms next term are
supposed to have their housing
applications in by May I. There
was supposed tc be a great surge
o f applications, but so far, there
™*Y been about 150
for
the
300
applications,
openings. If by May I the
housing
department
hasn’t
received 300 applications, they
will
probabiy
extend
the
deadline until they do. But to
those who are just too lazy to
take the form to the housing

r~ “i
such i _ezines as “ Atlantic,” aurge of applications on the last
“ The Saturday Review” and day, leaving you out.
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GE
K
BENEFIT CONCERT
HERE APRIL 30
by Kenny Dove
Appearing in the fieldhouse
April 3 0 (a Sunday, for gom e
odd reason) will be a couple of
chick singers, a little country
blues, the San Francisco sound
(second wave), loud noises,
crowds of people (hopefully),
high notes, low notes, and
assorted middle notes. Or, to put
it another way, there will be a
concert featuring Genya Ravan,
It's a Beautiful Day, and Taj
Mahal.
ine conceit, put or$
G.V.S.C., is a benefit for the
Grand Rapids area free schools.
It begins (or at least is scheduled
to begin) at 8:00 P.M. and costs
Grand Valley students $3.00.
For anyone else it costs $4.00.
Tickets are available at a variety
of places, which are listed at the
end of this article.
I was going to begin this part
on Genya Ravan by saying that I
as«d never heard of her end
9
result I would have to rely on
her FR information, always a

risky business. However, in
reading her PR, I find that she
was the singer with Ten wheel
Drive, who had a really decent
single a while back, whose name
escapes me at the moment.
What’s important, however, is
that I do remember her voice.
Forceful and smooth at the same
time, it was a voice that could
match Eric Clapton's guitar on
“ Sunshine of Your Love."
Powerful without being throaty
and
abrasive,
beautifully
rounded notes, a relative ol the
Gracie Slick style, but not a
sister. A voice to remind the
males of their latent chauvenism.
Next on the list is It’s a
Beautiful Day, the possessor of
the
San
Francisco
sound
mention
above. Their PR
unfortunately calls them a
f o l k / j a z z / r o c k / bl ue gr a s s /
Latin/blues band, but don’t let
that stop you. They are actually
just a good unique rock band,
which means that their sound

Taj Mahal, who will be appearing with It’s A Beautiful Day and Genya Ravan.
uciies esisgenisii'.'!!, suite iiiev
have in reality created their own
category.
Instrum ental^, the group is
composed of a violinist, a
organist, a bassist, a guitarist,
and
a
drummer,
a
conglomeration which allows the
group a wide range. Vocally, the
group has both a male and a
female lead, who can harmonize
outstandingly.
Taj Mahal, a performer of the
country blues, knows where he

comes trem. He beg»n
a
student of the blues, scouring
for lyrics in the Library of
Congress, buying old records
with labels probably only a
thousand people have ever heard
of, listening to the old blues
performers. Finding much that
he liked, he still had trouble
relating the black southern blues
to his own New England country
background.
What
finally
evolved out of all this is his own
music, the country blues.

He has performed under a
variety of conditions, from lock
bands to big bands to his present
act, a solo performance. Alone
on the stage, with a guitar and
harmonica
to
accompany
himself,
he
sings,
chants,
whistles, drums his thighs, and
get it across, one way or
another.
So, as Dylan used to say,
come on out and come on
within, for you ain't seen
nothin’ like the mighty Quinn.

LIVE GUITARS
by Jeff Brown

LIVE CREAM
VOLUME U
Cream
AtcoSD 7005

Cream dissolved as a group a
few yean back. The rumors were
at that time that Jack Bruce
didn't get along with either Eric
Clapton nor Ginger Baker, they
were quiet after Goodbye
Cream, but then it was said that
AtCo demanded the fulfilling of
the contract made by Cream for
a few more L.P.’s. Since then
two L.P.*s have appeared, Live
.Cream Volume I, and Live
Cream Volume II. The music on
both the L.P.’s live up to the
originality o f the titles. A iot of
old Cread), done live, but not
really that exciting, just done
live, with jams by three excellent
musicians. So if ya like Cream,
and you enjoy fairly produced
live albums, here’s one for ya.
Deserted Cities o f the Heart,
leads o ff side one, followed by
White Room and Politician, tales
o f Brave bTymes ends side one.
All the ronga were good when
f, and the live
ice to each
This side doesn't have long
hot

Side two starts off with
Sunshine of Your Love, which is
a 7:22 jam, and has good leads,
nice drums arid • few fine bass
runs. The vocal? are good, for
live recording, but not really
that well balanced. Hideaway
13:42 ends side two. There’s a
lot of superior jaming on this
cut, and ! would mark it as the
best on the L.P. It’s got some
unique leads that I haven’t heard
Clapton do before.
If ya put it all together it
seems to indicate exactly what
the album is. Something to fill
up a contract, or something, It’s
historically interesting to hear
then music, now, so, in that
respect its a respectful treatment
of a good part o f the past
decades music. 1 must say, i
wonder, what would happen if
Apple started putting old live
Beetle music out, Volume 1, II,
III. IV.......................7

HENDRIX IN THE WEST
Jimi Hendrix
MS2049
Reprise Records, a Division
o f Warner Bros. Records Inc., is
bound aid determined to
continue to make a bock off
Ihni Hendrix. There seems to be
two ways to look at this,

such are poor, or two; the public
should be grateful for the
presence of any tapes cut by the
master guitarist before he left
our physical presence. I would
suppose the choice between the
two is at least subjective, but
there is a considerable amount
of truth evident in both to me.
Hendrix In The West, released
in 1971 is both a money making
adventure, and a classic L.P. The
songs on the album four
composed by Hendrix, and four
by rather famous individuals all
have the mark of genius of the
of
H endrix’s
technique
u n m istak ab le
suits?
and
arranging, but none o f which
have engineering or production
much better than the Woodstock
L.P.’s. It is good that the jam
used often by Hendrix in his
concerts comes off well live, for
the recording itself adds nothing
a^
o■»4„ aM
Pl 7gA/vvs EJati
|U UIC A.UWgSIllbUSg
Johnny B. Goode, Blue Suede
Shoes, Red House, The Queen,
Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts
Club Band, X iZte Wing, and
Voodo Chile. The treatment of
each tong is Hendrix alone, if
the style o f playing doesn’t
effect your ears after awhile,
then it’s a good album, but if
you, like I, feel only a passing
interest at Hendrix, then it’s not
really that good.
A lot o f various industries
have made a buck o ff of Jimi
Hendrix, Jenis Joplin, Jim
Morrison, and others. I feel it’s
time the listening public buys
only whale good, not whets been
pieced together by some money
folks. The posters, the epitaphs
o f the great people o f the pest
o f whet
a
up to

STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHY
IN
SEIDMAN H O U SE
There will be an exhibition of
stuoeni photographs in Scidman
House Gaiiery from April 17 to
May 5. Students exhibiting black
and white prints are Roger
Antonides, Henry Dickinson,
Mark Dmytro, John Gasoway,
Marlene Haas, Terri Hampel,
Nick Kokx, Bill Kowalski, Vicki
Morris, Diane Norrod, Larry
Roetter, James Stehouwer, Bill
Ti miner. Steve Tree, Peter
Vender Schaaf and James Wend.
Their photographe are a
election o f the "Beat In
The C lear taken during the
winter term- offering o f Physics
2 IS ,
B lock
A
W hile
Photography. Instructor for the

course was Curtis Manning,
Physics Department.
Many o f the photographs are
for sale and are modestly priced.
If you have a blank wall in your
room asking you to buy one of
these
photographs,
contact
either Jim Hardy, extension S02,
or Prof. M owing, extension 209
regarding purchase.
The course will be offered
again during the second half of
summer term. If you are
interested in taking the course
contact
Prof.
in
advance
of
sum m er
by

CHOREOGRAPHY
STUDENTS GIVE
PRO GRAM

Scheper
An enjoyable and
well
performed
e veni ng
of
choreography was presented by
TJC tutor Christine Loizeaux
and the choreography students
at Grand Valley College.
The first piece of the program
was titled “Song,” it was
choreographed and danced by
Christine Loizeatix. This number
feated Ms. Loizeaux exploring
the vast areas of the Louis
Armstrong Theatre stage. The
dancer’s increasing excitement
with each new discovery was
only
secondary
to
her
enjoyment of the wide open
spaces. A whimsical interplay
with
each
spotlight
was
accentuated by a soprano voice
in the background. The airy
music and the lack of music at
uiufs left the audience with «
sense of anticipation.
A film titled ‘Vortex’ was the
second piece on the program.
The film consisted of Ms.
Loizeaux and a partner doing a
high
energy
dance
that
emphasized
a
s har i ng
involvement and the satisfaction
that comes from this. A
kaleidoscopic
effect
was
produced by some excellent film
editing.
A piece called ‘Inventions’
was next on the program and
featured four of Ms. Loizeaux’*
students in a relationship to

strips of plastic foam hanging
from the ceiling. The absence of
music added to the intensity of
the krinkling plastic sounds. The
four inventors did a fine job of
portraying their feelings toward
the shimmering plastic; a sense
of captivation was followed by
fright and ended in amusement.
Nancy Benedetti was the first of
the four dancers to venture a
playful gesture toward the
suspicious obstacles; and then
followed leaps, jumps, and more
playful movements. After all the
plastic was tom from the ceiling,
Joe Marfia did comical skating
onthe plastic. The dancers then
used plastic as streamers trailing
from their bodies around the
stage.
The
last
piece
before
UI1JCU
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‘Y i e l d p o i n t .’
It
was
choreographed and danced by
Christine Loizeaux with Julianne
Vander Wyngaard accompanying
at the piano. This newly
composed
piece
resembled
classical ballet with appropriate
music by J. S. Bach.
‘Linked’ was the first piece
performed after intermission,
Jeanne Hostetler and Joe Marfia
were the featured dancers.These
two artists blended dance and
drama together in a way that
was aesthetically pleasing.
‘Constellation’ and T h e Cage’

were the most vivid examples of
the exquisite costumes and
stunning make-up used. Nancy
Benedetti’s black costume with
luminous spots typifing stars
added an auxiliary dimension to
her
performance
in
‘Constellation.’
‘The
Cage,’
choreographed and danced by
Roxanne Harley, had some of
the more spirited rolls and spins
of the evening. The high energy
music, to which Ms. Harley
danced, was composed by Mito
Davis and John Renbom.
A
cute
ditty
entitled
“Scrambled Eggs Are Erotic” by
Patrick Brennan was highlighted
by standing broad jumps that
were uncalculable in length. Mr.

Brennan’s costume had to be the
most humorous looking outfit
imaginable, his legs and trunk
were covered
with plastic
garbage bags and his head
seemed
covered
with
an
unrecognizable mask.
The final presentation of the
evening
was a surrealistic
cafeteria scene. The spectacle
began with people doing the
usual boring things that people
do in a cafeteria, Jeanne
Hostetler then began to move
across the stage in an Alice in
Wonderland fashion. At this
point Joe Marfia, outstretched
on tw o homemade skateboards,
glided effortlessly across the
stage. Other highlights of thi«

EN TH U SIASTIC
SEES

BREWER

If Ralph Ginzburg is the most
tight fisted man in America, as
the ad for Moneysworth states,
it it doubtful that he would
subscribe to the magazine if he
weren’t connected with it. For
although H is fairly interesting
readii* and occasionally has a
good pointer or two, week in
and week out there is not much
presented which would save the
average reader very much
money.
The magazine, or more
accurately, the newsletter is a
four or eight page bi-weekly. It
generally consitfs o f a lead
article, a column called Dollars
and Sense, and a regular feature
named
Value
Judgement.

Sometimes there is another
article included, sometimes there
is no Value judgement.
The
Dollars and Sense
column is the most worthwhile
portion
of
Moneysworthi
although it often contains a lot
of filler. It deals with various
subjects o f more or lets
economic interest, devoting a
short paragraph to each topic.
Topics are stated in bold type,
so as to be easily found. Some
examples from recent issues
include:
Periodical
Advice,
which dealt with aspiring and
periods;
Quotes
For
All
Occasions (Nicholas Johnson's
“Television is the candy the
child molester gives you kid”);
Flu Fraud, which stated that flu
vaccines might be worthless; The

l««l«

Thank you to Christine
Loizeaux and the Grand Valley
school of Choreography for an
enjoyable
evening
of
entertainment.

CROW D
&

SH IPLEY

Last Sunday evening at
Fountain Street church an
e nthusiastic
audience
was
pleased with the Brewer and
Shipley concert. CL men ting in
an after the concert interview,
Tommy Shipley stated that
because of the enthusiasm of the
audience, he didn’t realize until
after the show the size of the
small crowd.
The first half of the showfeatured Danny Cox playing a
fast and forceful acoustic guitar;
he accompanied his demanding

guitar playing with african vocal
patterns
that
filled
the
sanctuary. Danny Cox’s warm
reception by the audience was a
direct result from his clean
guitar fingering and
social
commentary lyrics. One of his
songs
was entitled
“ Ollie
Brown” and the lyrics dealt with
the problem of Consummer
Motivation (i.e.-th e advertising
of a corporation to get people
motivated to buy their product,)
Tommy Brewer and Mike
Shipley had little difficulty
picking up where Danny Cox
left off, it was their popular

Danger of Common Salt, which
told of children dying of sodium
poisoning because they had been
given salt water to induce
vomiting; Spirit o f ’72 (all
vodkas are the same); and At
Least the Name’s Good, which
reported a new half organgc
juice-half Tang breakfast drink
to be called Orangetang.
The Value Judgements are
borrowed from the standard
format o f Consumers Report.
An item is chosen, the article
tells what to look for when
shopping for the item, and
thedifferent brands are rated.
Three recent items reported on
are Japanese Cars (a good
article), power mowers (just
what the kid in the dorms
needs), and books o f famous
quotations (interesting, but?)
What's left o f the newsletter
often the above two features are
the regular articles, o f which
there are one or two an irnue.
Some o f these may save you
money, many probably will not.

To be as impartial as possible, all information.
of the articles in the last five
“You, Too, Can be a
issues are given below.
Whiplash Victim.” Ostensibly a
“How to Save 10% to 20% on guide to sueing for whiplash
Your Food Bill.” Little that injuries, it's basically an excuse
hasn’t been said before is said to write about the phenonenom
here. Shop in chain stores, buy of phony whiplash cases.
the store’s brands, look for
“Financial Foibles o f the
nutricional value,don’t
buy Famous.” An article on how
processed
foods,
buy in famous people spend their
quantity, etc.
money. So what?
“How to Vacation in Style,
“When, How and If to Hire a
for Practically Nothing.” The Detective.” The advice boils
trick is called house-swapping. down to look in the yellow
Ignoring the fact that you have pages or ask your lawyer.
to have a house to start with, the Another excuse, this time to
plan sounds nice, but how many write about private detectives in
people are really going to do it? the country.
“ How to Beat High-Flying
Moneysworth. when all is said
Air Fares.” Again, it’s a nice and done, has a few interesting
guide, but it’s all been said items, not as many as most
before. Excursion fare, youth magatinrs. and might save you a
fare, group tours, charters, etc. few pennies here and there. But
“Why your Health Insurance basically it appears that a group
is Inadequate.” Because the cost of people not much different
o f a long illness is so ridiculously than you and me got together
high, moot insurance plans won’t and decided that there was
go the distance. The article gives money to be made in publishing
som e
basic
insurance a “consumer newsletter.”

by Ken Scheper

by Harley Robert

fantasy
included
Christine
Loizeaux, Cam Wilson, and
Terry Mohre improvising as the
three
bears,
David
Mars
mimicing a person taking a bath,
and Joe Marfia representing
nobility on roller skates. Part of
the music was provided by Bob
Shechtman playing trombone
emphasizing the aridity of the
cafeteria atmosphere.
Compliments
to
Michael
Birtwistle who gave the show
totality
with his expertise

“One Toke Over the Line” that
first excited the audience.
Brewer and Shipley renditions of
‘T o Love Somebody” and
“ Mighty Quinn” were pleasing,
to say the least.
For their encore. Brewer and
Shipley did a Bob Dylan tune
named
“ You
ain’t
going
nowhere.”
Commenting on the political
tone of their songs, Mike Brewer
mentioned that the songs they
compose now are less and less
p o litic s-o rie n ta te d
because
politics is irrelevant to people
enjoying other people.
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Oakland
takes
Doubleheader
The Grand Valley baseball
season got underway two days
late because of bad weather, and
they must have wished it had
• been delayed a little longer as
they dropped a pair of games to
Oakland University.
Stan Babiuk proved to be too
much for the Lakers as he
collected six hits in the two
games, including the winning hit
in the opener.
In the first game, Grand
Valley took a 3-2 lead in the
second on a two-run double by
catcher, Rick Bultema. Oakland
tied it up in the fifth and won it
4-3 in the eighth on Babiuk’s
single after reiief pitcher, Bob
Conser advanced a runner from
first to third on a wild pickoff
toss.
In the second game Oakland
scored five runs in the third on
live singles and a walk. Grand
Valley helped by five errors and
could only manage four hits, and
lost 7-5.

Grand Valley dropped its
second doubleheader in as many
games when the University of
Detroit pulled out two one-run
victorys, the first 6-5 in nine
innings, and 5-4 in the second.
In the first game Grand
Valley led all the way until there
were two outs in the ninth when
relief pitcher Bob Conser gave
up three straight singles to bring
in the winning run.
Bob Euganks winning 100-yard dash.
The Lakers could have won it
in the eighth when Bob Mason,
and Conser singled, and Mike
Pojeski doubled them in. But U
of D came right back and got
two of its own on a walk, a
single, and error, and a single.
In the second game the
triple jump (42’4Vj ”) uiu each
Lakers took a 4-i lead in the
time
nipping' Calvin’s John
sixth inning on walks to Jerry
DeJonge who also set a schools
Fouch, Frank Waskelis, and
record of 22”-6’ in the long
Mason; singles by Rick Bultema,
jump.
Dan Fischer, and Conser good
With the start of track season
Grand Valley’s track team
for three runs.
also
set six other school records
last
Tuesday,
Grand
Valley’s
But the Titans scored four in
track
team
strided
to
a
triangular
to
make
Coach Gingers day
the sixth to win it on two-run
victory
over
Aquinas
and
Calvin
complete.
The 40-yard relay
singles by Jim Bochenek and the
(43.9)
was
done superbly by
Colleges
to
bring
in
the
’72
winning pitcher Tony Keseta.
season in due style. Coach Bill Dennis Harris, John Fix, Dave
Clinger seems to have produced Black, and Bob Eubanks, the
a fantastic team this year in both
120-yard high hurdles bjr Dennis
sprinting and field events, with Harris (15 4), two-uiiie run by
ten team records being broken. Bill Vogt (10:05.4), shot put by
In points, the three teams Keith McMellen, pole valut by
seem to be equally matched and Nic Chorny (13’9%”) and the
with the disqualification .o f high jump by Rick Cooley at
Calvin in the mile relay, the (6’4 ” ).
Lakers piled up 65 points to ease
In all. Grand V«lky took fust
by Aquinas’ .6 0 points and place in seven of the 17 events:
Calvin with 55 points.
triple jump, long jump, high
Since last Tuesday was the jump, 440-yard relay and the
first outdoors track meet, all mile relay (3:43.7) by Dennis
three teams showed areas of Harris, Dean Breesi, Gary
great strength and weaknesses, Frankfurter, and Dave Black.
which produced an interesting
and almost evenly matched
w in
r o n i)
meet. The most obvious area of
power was displayed Jjy Bob
In v ita tio n a l
Eubanks who set both the
school’s 100-yard dash (9.9) and
Grand Valley’s outdoor track
the school’s 220-yard dash at season is off to its best start
22.2, which brought about eight ever. After a tri-meet victory
points.
over Aquinas and Calvin on
Versatile John Fix set two Tuesday, the Lakers traveled up
school records in winning both to Big Rapids to compete in the
the lo q | jum p (22*7%” ) and Ferris State Invitational.

TRACKMEN RUN AWAY
FROM COMPETITION

Beat
Calvin
Aquinas

ri Start
Grand Valley began its
rowing season by traveling to
Ecorse, Michigan to compete
against Wayne State.
With the temperature in the
mid-30*s, and a slight head wind,
the Lakers dropped two o f three
la

th e

1 ,5 0 0 -m e ta r

with a time o f 5 :4 9 ,1 0 mcoada
ahead o f the Laker*. It was
s 10 second win for Wayne State
a
: of 6:17.
with a tim e o f 4:20,

asked to compare the program of
this year’s team with last year’s
when the Lakers opened « r iM t
Wayne State, mid, “Last year it
eras no contest in the eight-man
competition, bat this year, it
was aip-ead-tnek through at
th e first 900 m etan o f the
first tw o maos. The saaea
itao hsld tsna as Mr
m
o r is concerned and I
year. The d

ice between the

came home with their tin t major
invitational championship.
The Lakers totaled S5V4
points,
three
more
than
defending champion. University
of
Wi sconsi n-Mi l waukee.
Rounding out the ten team field
were Alina 52, Ferrjs 46%,
Aquinas 30, Kalamazoo 27,
Hillsdale 14%, Ohio Northern
14, Spring Arbor 9, and
North wood Institute 3.
For r.rm d Valley, it was Bob
Eubanks who again excelled as
he has dene all year. Bob won
the 300-yard run in :33, placed
second in the 60-yard dash, and
anchored the four-lap, and
eight-lap relay winning teams of
Dennis Hams, Dave Black, John
Fix, and Eubanks. For his
efforts, he was named the
outstanding performer of the
m eet
In all, the Lakers won five of
the 19 events; the other two first
place trophies to John Fix in the
long jump with s leap of 22-feet,
and Nick Chomey who cleared
the bar in the pole vault at 13-9.
The Lakers totaled 28 trophies
for the meet - not bad for one
days work.
The only double winner in
the meet was Tom Carr of
Aquinas; he won the shot put at
49-1% feet, and the discus with a
tom o f 138-9 feet.

TENNIS TEAM OFF
TO FAST START
Beat
Albion

In opening the tennis season
(his year. Coach Dave Sharphom
seems to have the team property
organized as they pulled o ft a
victory in their first meet. Grand
Valley played Albion College on
the I Oth even though it was a
make up for the April 7th
postponement; the team was
together enough to win S-4.
In the singles, Rick Bylsma of
Grand Valley defeated Rob
Bekken 6-4, 7-5, Gary Adams
(G.V.) defeated John Kirtland
6-2, 6-4, and Tom Crisman
(G.V.) defeated Chuck Bennett
6- 2, 6-2, which made up Grand
Valley's wins in the singles.
The doubles provided for the
other two wins to make the
overall score; Grand 'vaiicy 5 Albion 4. The two wins in the
doubles came from Gary Adams
and Mark Adams who defeated
Bekken and Kirtland, 6-2, 1-6,
7- 6 and Rick Bylsma and Tom
Crisman defeated Baxter and
Dave Lomas 6-3,6-3.
With the beginning of the
season, it looks bright for Grand
Valley’s tennis team and lets
hope the balls keep flying our
way until the end of the season.

Crush

Saginaw
Valley
The second tennis match this
eason, on April 12th, Coach
Shaiphorn should be proud o f
his victorious men who shut out
Saginaw Valley ^-6 .

Both Tom Crisman and Gary
Adams in singles defeated their
men with little difficulty 6-0
6-0 Mark Adams took a win
with 6-2, 6-2, and Ross DeMull
defeated his man 6-0, 6-0. Dave
Smith and Steve Norton seemed
to be on the same frequency
when they played their match
and won 6-1, 6-1, to complete
the singles line up.
In the doubles, the scores
were also ss impressive «« in the
singles. Bylsma and Crisman
defeated their competition in
style 6-0, 6-0, to be followed by
Adams-Adams
and
DeMulKSmith winning 6-1, 6-1
and thus completed the match
against Saginaw Valley.
The scores seem to show that
Saginaw Valley was not ready to
play tennis this year and its a
shame we had to take such a
Ion* drive to find out and also
ruin 4heir whole day. Maybe
next time Saginaw Valley gets
together with Grand Valley’s
tennis team, they can agree
who’s winner over the phone;
good work.

Northwood
Victorious
Since Grand Valley played a
tennis match earlier that day and
won unanimously over Saginaw
Valley, when they met up with
Northwood Institute, a change
in tune came a b o u t Either
Grand Valley’s tennis team was
tired from the game before or
their swelled head brought about
the misfortune o f a defeat by
Northwood Institute 5-3 to

Rick Bylsma in doubles competition.
bring GVSC’s tennis record 2-1
for the season so far. Coach
Sharphom must have had his ups
and downs on the 12th along
with the team, their scores sure
did.
In the singles Tom Crisman
met up with his first defeat of
the season when he came up
against Terry Schieber 6 2 , 6 1 .
Rick Bylsma also followed in the
same footsteps of Crisman when
he was confronted by Gary
Puttcomer 6 4 , 6 4 . Ross DeMull
and Dave Smith aisu tasted
defeat and Mark Adams and
John Urcn split a match, which
was uncompleted. The only win
in singles for G.V. came from
Gary Adams who defeated Mark
Driesback 6 4 , 6 2 to produce a
lopsided score for singles on
Grand Valley’s part o f one win,
four losses.
In doubles a little light
showed through, though not

enough
to
overcome
the
embarrasment of tne singles
match. Bylsma-Crisman and
Adams-Adams did the usual by
defeating their opponents and
the only loss in the doubles
came from DeMull and Smith
which
provided Northwood
Institute with an overall S-3
score.
Maybe there is a lesson to be
learned from today’s matches
and this is never attempt two
games in the same day, even
though the first proved a
screaming success, the second
was a real bomb.

Defeat
Hope
The Laker Tennis team
continued their winning ways

last Friday be defeating Hope
7-2. Hope, who btai Grand
Valley last year, is the second
NIAA school to be defeated by
the Lakers !his year.
The winners in singles for
Grand
Valley
were:
Tom
Crisman 6 4 , 6 2 , over Craig
Schrotenboer; Rick Bylsma 6-2,
7-6, over Chuck Luyeudyke;
Gary Adams over Rick Smith,
6 2 , 6-2; Mark
Adams over John
Kuepee, 6-1, 6 4 ;
and Steve
Mooney 6 2 , 3-6, 6-3 over Bob
Carlson. The only loss came
when Dave Cooke was upset by
Bill Whitlock 7-5, 7-5.
In
d o uble's,
the
Crisman-Bylsma
combination
easily won 6 3 , 6 2 , and so did
the team o f Rosa DeMull and
Dave Smith 7-5, 7-5.
Grand Valley’s tennis less: is
off to a very fast start with a 3-1
record so far this spring

IM PR ESSIV E
Second
at
Eastern

weather conditions, but tne
Eastern Michigan course was still
in poor condition.

On April 13, Grand Valley’s
Grand Valley’s 1972 Golf
golf team hosted Oakland
Season got underway on April
University at the Grand Haven
11, when the ta k en traveled to
Country (Tub only to humiliate
take part in a Tri-meet.
their guests by winning 385436.
The home school, Eastern,
Leading the way for the
won the meet with a score of Laken and also medalist, was
318, the Lakers were second
Steve Leuchtmann with s 78.
with 332, and Lawrence Tech
Right behind with 79’s were
was last with 369.
John Gage, Scott Hoover, and
Co m edslhti with 78 were Bud Reed. Mark Bishop also
Roger Muir and Gary Robinson, chipped in with an 80.
both from Eastern. For the
For Oakland University, a
( j Icwi, Mark Bishop was low team that beat Grand Valley
with 81. followed by John Gage, twice last year. Garland Tarr was
82, Steve Lauchtm m a, 84. and low with a 79.
Scott Hoover, 85.
The low-ucoring at the tough
Grand Haven Country Club
Coach, Jim Scott. MwnM indicates that the Laken are the
have bean pleased with the fins taam to beat in this area.

SAVE

$4£0
DATE:

May 3 *4

10:00-4:00

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
$5.00

iw u g g

SHARE
Thi* past Winter term, Friday
afternoons have been especially
happy for more than 20 student
volunteers and as many fourth
graders from Henry School in
Grand Rapids. These 40 plus
people comprise the SHARP
program. (Sharing, Helping, and
Returning Encouragement)
A typical SHARE afternoon
might
include
tutoring
a
youngster in some troubled area,
visiting a science lab or shooting
pool in the Games Room. A

Successful

group trip to the Grand Rapids
Museum or working with the
children in their classroom at
Henry School might be the
scheduled
activity
for the
afternoon. Activities this spring
wiii include a trip to Blanford
Nature Center, a visit to the
Weather Bureau at the airport
and a picnic.
The SHARE idea-adoption
of an inner-city classroom -was
proposed to Grand Valley's
Volunteers in 1970. Since the
Spring term, 1970 volunteers
have worked with the same

Calendar

group of children and will follow
them through their high school
years. It is hoped that by
focusing on one group of
children,
the
i n t e ns e
interpersonal relationships that
are
formed
will
have a
meaningful impact on the lives
of these children.
Volunteers for this program
are needed. If you can SHARE
two hours a week, between
12:30 and 2:30 on Fridays, call
Allie Parrish at Ext. 231 or stop
by I6I-I6S Lake Michigan Hall,
the Student Life Office.

of

12-1
12:10
6:30-8:30

Video Tape Mtg.
249 L.M.H.
English Club Film
218 Mack.
All Campus Chorale
140 F.A.B.
Theta Tau Theta Mtg.
274 L.M.H.

Video Tape Mtg.
274 L.M.H.
Newspaper Board
114 L.M.H.
All-College Senate
107 Man.
J o s e Limon Dance Co.
118 F.A.B.
CCA Film, “ Dead Ringer”
132 L.H.H.

1-2
3-5
5-10:30
8:00

Saturday April 22
8 : 00-12

9:00-5 :00 pm
9-10
12-1
6:30-8::30

10:30-11:45
6:30-8:30
8:00

Worship Service
GT Room
Folk Mass
GT Room
CCA Film, “ Dead Ringer’
132 L.H.H.

Workshop on Higher Ed.
223/224 Commons
Video Tape Mtg.
249 L.M.H.
English Club Film
218 Mack.
Theta Tau Theta
274 L.M.H.

9-10

Video Tape Mtg.
274 L.M.H.
Foreign Language Day
118 A 132 F.A.B.
Workshop on Higher Ed.
223/274 Commons
CCA “The Rain People”
132 L.H.1I.

9-3
9-5
8

Saturday April 29
7-6 pm
State Band and Orchestra F«»i*i!
118 F.A.S.
Sunday April 30
10:30-11:45
6-8:30
8

8-12 mid.

Worship Service
GT Room
Folk Mass
GT Room
CCA “The Rain People”
132 L.H.H.
Concert, “ It’s a Beautiful Day’
Field House

Monday May I
Monday April 24
9-10
9-10

Video Tape Mtg
274 LAf.H.
Band Concert
118 F.A.B.

5I

6-7:30

Video Tape Mtg.
274 L.M.H.
Lutheran Student Group
224 Commons
Tuesday May 2

Tuesday April 25
1-3
3-4:30
7:30-11
7:30-9

Video Tape Mtg.
274 L.M.H.
Student Life Mtg.
Commons
Signs Alpha Theta
210 Mack
Delta Sigma Phi
249 L.M.H.
Unity Club Mtg.
213 Mack.

Video Tape Mtg.
274 L.M.H.
Student Life Mtg.
Pooh’s Comer
Delta Sigma Mtg.
249 L.M.H.
Unity Club Mtg.
213 Mack

Wednesday April 26
12-1
12-1:30
3-5*30
7:30-10
7-10
8-9:30

Geneva Forum
274 L.M.H.
Veterans Club Mtg.
249 L.M.H.
i i m r*i_t.
v IUU r*n_
rum
132 L.H.H.
Fust Aid Class
249 L.M.H.
“Prayer A Praise.” Genera Forum
106 Setdman

the Philosophy 101 lectures
given by Mr. Jellema and
participate in Discussion Section
C (Friday, 2:00 p.m.) conducted
by Mr. Mugerauer; the same
students will be enrolled in
English 100, Section C (M - Th.
2:00 p.m.), conducted by Mr.
Woods.
In
Mr.
Woods'
composition class, the students
will write nearly all of their
papers on topics that grow out
of the philosophy class. Mr
Mugerauer will accept two or
three revised versions of those
papers as the term papers for the
philosophy class.
The English and Philosophy
Departments hope that a student
enrolled in these concurrent
courses
will discover that
learning to think clearly will
help him to write clearly, and
‘hat learning to write clearly will
nelp him to think clearly.
An y o n e
wishing
more
information should call Mr.
Woods (Ext. 161) or Mr.
Mugerauer (Ext. 368). Anyone
wishing to enroll should tell his
counsellor or advisor.
Once again, the sections
involved are:
Philosophy 101, Section C,
Mugerauer.
English 100, Section C,
Woods.

Friday April 28

ACT Testing
GT Room
Sunday April 23

Students who would like to
become better writers and better
philosophers at the same time
will have a chance to do so soon.
Next Autumn Quarter, the
Engl ish
and
Philosophy
Departments
will
offer
concurrent courses in Freshman
Composition (English 100) and
Introduction
to
Philosophy
(Philosophy 101).
Students enrolling in the
concurrent courses wiii attend

Thursday April 27

Friday April 21
9-10

Course Next Fall

Events

Thursday April 20
9-10

Writing “ Philosophy

Wednesday May 3
8-9:30
12-1
3-5:30
6:30-8
7-10
8-9:30

Budget Fee Com.
249 LM.H.
Geneva Forum
274 L M H
Eng. Chib Film
I32L.K.H.
GUISE Mtg.
225 Commons
First Aid Clam
249 L.MJ i.

Bookstore
Open During

The Bookstore, in addition to
its regular hours from 8:30 4:30, will be open until 7:30
p.m. on Monday and Tuesday,
April 24 and 25. If response is
good to these extended hours,
there is a possibility that this
evening
hour
policy
will

